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Introduction 
In [2] Green introduces codeterminants, products of pairs of canonical basis 
elements of the Schur algebra, and uses them to give elementary proofs of certain 
fundamental representation-theoretic properties of the Schur algebra. The basic 
combinatorial input required for this approach is the straightening algorithm for 
bideterminants (see [2] for the relevant references). Green poses the problem (see 
the remark following [2, Theorem 6.21) of giving an algorithm for ‘straightening’ 
codeterminants, i.e. expressing an arbitrary codeterminant as a linear combina- 
tion of standard codeterminants. 
In this note, which may be considered as an addendum to Green’s paper, we 
describe such an algorithm. The proof is combinatorial, and makes no use of the 
corresponding result for bideterminants. 
Notation 
We adopt the notation of [2], adding a little notation of our own. Denote by 5 
the usual lexicographic order on A+, a total order which refines the dominance 
order. For A E A+, define 
Zl = {i E Z = Z(n, r) 1 Th is weakly row increasing} . 
In particular, Z; contains the set ZA of [2, Section 21. Note that any element &i,YCh) 
can be written 5, cCA) for a unique choice of j E ZX. 
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We introduce a total order I on II which extends in the obvious way 
Desarmenien’s order on I, described in the remark following [2, 5.61: define (i) to 
be the sequence obtained by reading off the entries of T: row by row, and set 
i -C j iff (i) is lexicographically greater than (j). 
The following lemma, essentially an application of ideas from [3, Chapter III, 
Sections 1 and 21, provides the inductive step for our straightening algorithm. 
Lemma. Suppose A E A’, t? = ((A), i E Z;\In. Then there exists r E P = Sym(_r) 
and~~E’suchthat~u>aand 
yET./?T = .$,,( + a Z-linear combination of <,,,( 
with i’ E IX and i’> i . 
Proof. Denote by [A] the Young diagram of A, considered as a subset of N’. Put 
T= T,“. Since igZ,, there is some (b, c) E [A] such that T(b, c)? T(b + 1, c). 
Choose (b, c) lexicographically minimal with respect to this property. Denote by 
[A], the ath row of [A], and let [A](, =X, U Y, (a En), where 
X,=[Al,> Yo=@> ifa<b; 
X,={b}x{l,2 ,..., c-l}, Y,=[A],\X,; 
X, = {x E [A], 1 T(x) 5 T(y) for all y E Y,- ,} , 
Y, = [AIJX, ifa>b. 
Put v~,= IX,U Yam,1 for aEn+l (define X,,,, = Y,,=0), and let a,,~,, . . . ,a?,* 
be the elements of {a E n+l 1 71~~ # 0}, ordered so that (Y < p implies v,,, 2 v~,~. 
Note that m 5 n: this is clear if X,, = 0. If X,, # 0, each entry of T in X,,, , is at 
least b + 1 by the minimality of (b, c). One sees inductively that each entry in Y, 
isatleasta+l,so Y,,=fl. 
Define j E I by 
T;(x) = (Y if x E X0<” U Y, <I _, , 
and put F = wt( j). Then p E A+ by the choice of the ordering on the ucy, and 
j_~ > A since v‘:, = A, if a < 6, while v,,+ , > A,. 
Choose r E P so that jr = a(p). The multiplication rule [l, 2.3b] for basis 
elements of the Schur algebra now gives 
where Z(i, j, e, i’) = #{s E I I (i, j) - (i’, s) and (j, I) - (s, I)}. 
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Suppose that i # i’ and Z(i, j, e, i’) f 0. We must show that i’ > i. By the 
definition of Z(i, j, C, i’), i’ = icr7 (a,~ E P), where ja =j and fr = e. Thus 
T’ = Tf, can be obtained from T by firstly permuting the entries of T within the 
sets X, U Y,_ 1, then reordering the entries within the rows. Let a be the first row 
in which (i) and (i’) differ. Let A,A’ be the set of entries, with multiplicities, 
appearing in the ath rows of T and T’ resp. The minimality of I( implies that 
A’ = (A\B) U C, where B (resp. C) is a subset of the set of entries of T in Y, 
(resp. X,, ,). By the definition of X,,, andY,,prrforallpEB,yEC,andit 
follows that (i) is lexicographically greater than (i’). 
It remains to show that Z(i, j, l, i) = 1. Suppose for a contradiction that there 
is some s E I different from j such that (i, j) - (i, s) and (j, f?‘) - (s, 0. Then T,: 
can be obtained from Tf by a reordering of its rows, so we can find a E 12 and 
y E Y, such that T,“(x) = T:(x) whenever x lies in rows 1,2, . . . a - 1, while 
Tt( y) # Tf ( y). Furthermore, there is some v E Sym([ A]) with Tu = T and 
T,” = Tia. We claim that there is some k E N with x = cky E X,. This gives the 
required contradiction, for Tu = T implies T(x) = T(vky) = T(y), which is im- 
possible since T(x’) < T( y’) for all x’ E X, and y’ E Y,. (If a = b this is because 
of the minimality of (b, c).) 
Proof of the claim: T:(c~y) = T,“(y), and by the choice of y, the latter is the 
value taken by T: on X,. Thus uy E X, U Y,-, by the definition of j. If uy E X, 
we take k = 1; otherwise choose k 2 2 minimal with uky $Y,_,. Then 
T;(x) = T;(u’y) = T;(uk-‘y) = T;(c?y) , 
by the choice of a and k. It follows that x E (X, U YO_,)\YO_, = X, . 0 
Put 3 = {(A, i, j) 1 A E A’, i,j E Ii>, and partially order 3 by 
(A, i, j)l(p, i’, j’) iff A < p or A = p, ili’, jlj’. It is easy to see that any 
codeterminant can be written in the form Y:, for some (A, i, j) E 3. The proof of 
the following theorem describes our straightening algorithm. 
Theorem. Take (A, i, j) E 93. Then Y:,j can be written us a Z-linear combination 
of standard codeterminunts Y,?.,, with (A, i, j)l( p, i’, j’). 
Proof. If i, j E Z, we are done; if not, we may suppose by symmetry that i $I,. 
Put 8 = ((A). The lemma shows how to find 7~ E P and p E A’, p > A with 
y:,, = K7.h t,,, + a Z-linear combination of Y,*.,, 
with i’ E Zi and i’ > i. 
(The coefficients arising in the linear combination are calculable as in the proof of 
the lemma.) Using the multiplication rule [l, 2.3b] again, we can write Yrm,,,, ee,j 
as a Z-linear combination of codeterminants of shape p. The proof is now 
completed by induction in the poset (99, I). 0 
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Remark. Each element t,,, is a codeterminant, so that the theorem shows that the 
standard codeterminants span the Schur algebra S = S,(n, r) as an R-module. 
One may now use [2, Section 51 to give a proof that they form an R-basis, without 
using the spanning theorem for bideterminants. 
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